Site Scouting Report

LOCATION:
Physical Address ________________________________________________________________

GPS coordinates ________________________________________________________________

Special instructions for accessing site (ie park in lot near bridge and walk creek to the North)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

SITE GRADE
A  Flat. Open. Suitable for all ages and some limited mobility.
C  Heavy trash. Heavy brush. Steep slopes. Full mobility needed. Recommended for 16 years old and up. Sites containing inappropriate trash (condoms, drug paraphernalia) Should also be ranked as C even if it is not difficult terrain.
D  Experienced volunteers only. Heavy lifting. Steep slopes. Heavy brush. May involve heavy equipment and power tools. Must be pre-approved to participate in these sites.

LOGISTICS

Parking
number of vehicles __________ Bus access __________
Special instructions __________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Permissions (owner? Contact information) __________________________________________

TRASH
# tires ____________________
Metal ____________________
Large items ________________
Special equipment __________
Other ______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
